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SEMI-NORMAL SPACES

By Charles DoNett

l- Iltroduction

Seni open sets were intr,oduced in 1963n01. Since 1963 semi open s€ts have
been used to define and investigate many new topological propenies. In [lU,
tl3l, tl4l, and [7], semi-?j, i:0]1,2, rregular, s-normal, and semi compact

were defined, respectively, by replacing the word opea in the definition of
7., i:$7,4 regular, normal, and coEpact by seni open, respectively, and

it was shown that semi-Ti, i=0,1,2, s-regular, and.r-normal are weaker than

7., i:0,1,2, regular, and normal, respectively, and that compactness is weaker
than semi compactness. In this paper semi open sets are used to defiae and

irwestigate a new tolnlogical property. Listed below are other defidtions and
results that will be utilized in this paper.

DEFTNITION 1. 1. If (X, T) is a spoce and AcX, then A is semi open,
denoted by AeSO(X, ?), iff there exists OeT such that OcAco tloj.

DEFINITION 1.2. Let (X, ?) be a spacc a.d lct A, acx. Thc! 4 is semi
closed iff X-4 is semi open and the semi closurc of 8, denoted by rclB, is
the intersecti@ of all semi closed sets containing A [lj.

DEFINITION 1,3. Let R be the equivalence relation on a space (X, T) defined
by z8r iff i7t:6i. flen the To-identification space of (X, f) is (Xo, Q(X/),
where Xo is the set of equivalence classes of R and Q(Xo) is the deconposition
topology oo Xo, which is To. The mtural tn'p Po : (X, T)..+(Xo, O(Xo)) is

@ntinuous, closed, open, rnd P;I(P0(LD):U for all Iref UJ.

DEFINITIoN 1.4. A spoce (x, T) is R0 iff one of the following equivalent

conditions is satisfied: (a) for each OeT a\d seo, trlcO, (U){o:tk_e}lceX},
and (c) (Xo, O(Xo)) is T, [4].

DEFTNITIoN 1.5. A spac! (X, ?) is seni-Ro iff for cach Oe.gO(X, ?) and
ce4 scl(clcO [12j.

DEFINITION 1.6. A space (X, ?) is R, iff for each pair r, t€X suah that
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GI+OJ, tttete exists disjoint op€n sets U and y such that k)-cu and ilicy
I3l.

DEFINITION 1,?. A space (X, ?) is s-ri'eakly Hausdorff iff one of the
following equivalent conditions is satisfied: (a) for e.ach pair r, ,eX such

thlt ttl+{tl, there exist disjoint serni open s€ts U and V srrh that reu and

rey and (b) (Xo, O(Xo)) is semi-T, [8J.

DEFTNTTION 1.8. A space (X, 
") 

is seni-Rr iff for each pair r, ,eX $rch
tb.t rcl[r]+rcl{t}, there exist disjoint semi open sets U ald V such that
rcl{a} cU and rcl{r}cV [5].

DEFINITION t. 9, Let R be the equivalence relation on a sluce (X, ?) defined
by aRy iff scl(r):scl(y). Then the semi-T,-identification space of (X, ?) is
(x", O(Xr)), where X, is the set of equivalence classes of R and Q(Xr) is
the decomposition topology on X.. The natural map pr r (X, 

")-(Xs, 
O(X"))

is continuous, closed, open, and Pr-tPr(t, =U for all UeSO(x, 
") 

[6].

DEFINITTON 1.10. A subset A of a space (X, ?) is an a-s€t iff Aclnt
(-rn(AD [lsl.

DEFINITION l.ll. A f-l functio fto"' on€ slroe onto another spacc is a
senihmcoorphism iff iurgce of seni open sets arc semi open alld iDversca
of semi open sets are semi opeD. A paoperty of topological spaces prcaervd
by semihorneomcphisms is called a semi topological property [Z].

DEFINITION 1.12, A space (X, 
") 

is seni-regular iff for each semi closed
set d and reA, there exist disjoint semi open sets U and y such thrt r€U
and AcY [9].

DEFINITION I. 13. A space (X, I) is semi-norrnal iff for each pair of disjoint
semi cloaed sets 4 and I, there exist disjoint semi open sets U and y srrch
that AcU 8nd BcY.

3. Chr|cidkltlonr ead nhdorhllr wltl other .cFrrtlo ulotm

THEOREM 2.1. Thc folloatug arc cqritalcrrtl
(a) (X, T) ls semitormd.
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(b) every semihomcofl.orihic image is semi-rwrrnal.

(cl for each semi clovd s.t A ond each scmi orct, s.t U stch that ACII, th.rc
erists a tem; o|en set V such that ACVC|IIVCU,

(d) lor cach scmi closcd sct A and each scmi o|en sct U sach th4t ACII, thar.
ezists a semi opett, sami closed set V such that ACVCU,

(e) for cach a-set A, (A, Tn) is scmi-tormal.

(, (X", 0(X")) is semi-normal,

PROOF. The straightforward proof that (a) and (b) are equivalent and (a)

implies (c) is omitted. Also, since the semi closure of each semi open set is
semi open, then (d) follows rimmediately from (c).

(d) implies (e): Let A be an a-set. Let 8 and C be disjoint semi closed sets
in (A, Tn). Let U:A-CeSO(.4, Tr). Since U=SO(A, TA) and Ae.g(X, T),
then U€SO(X, 7) [U] and there exists W€? such *ut WCUCF. Then
WcU0 sclx BcF, which implies UU rcl* B is semi open ia X containing rclx. B,
and there exists a semi open, semi closed set y such that tclx BCVCUI)
scl" B. Since y is semi open, semi closed in X and A is an c-set, then Any
and An (X- y) are semi open in 4 [5'], which implies Afl V is serni open,
semi closed in A. Let r€Anrclx B. I.€t Yefu(A, ?r) such that cef. Then
yeSO(X, T) and yOB#6, which implies .cc.rcl, 8:8. Thus sclx B=BL)
( (rclx B) -A) anrd BcV n Ac (Uurclx A) n .4= (UU ( (rcl" r1 -a11 I 4 : U(1 A= U.

Then 8cy€SO(A, ?r) and C=A-V=SO(A, T).
(e) implies (f) : Since X is an a-set, then (X, 

") 
is semi-normal, Let .-gz and

.,a be disjoint semi closed sets in 4. Since P. is continuous and open, then

P,-r(.y) and P"-t(g) are disjoint semi closed sets in X tf6l. Thea p"-l(.!,.)c

X-P:L(@)aN(X, ?) and by the argumetrt above, tlere exists a semi open,

closed set y such that P;t(.!r')crcx-P;t(q). Since { is continuous,

open, and P" '({({/)):U for all UeSO(X, ?), then {(v) is semi o1rn, serni

closed in xr [10], .ar'cP,(v), and @-_xr-P"(v),
(f) implies (a): Let A and B be disjoint semi clos€d sets in X, Since p. is

semr

continuous, oper, and P"-'({(C))=C for each

{(d) and {(a) rre disjoint semi cl6ed sets

semi open scts 7 aad V in Xr conEioi-ug .Pr(d)

*mi closed set C in X, then

in X, and tltere exist digjoint
ad P,(8), respectively. Since
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Pj is continuous and open, then p;t(Z) and p-r'1(2.) are disloint semi open sets
in X containing A anC B, respectively.

By (b) above semi-normal is a semi topological property. Also, since every
open set is an a-set, then a-set in (e) could be replaced by open. The following
example shows that ir-set in (e) can not be replaced by semi open, closed.

EXAI{PLE 2.1. Let X --la, b, c, dl, let T:llal, {b}, {a, bl, x, d}, and let
Y: [a, c, dl. Then (X, Z) is semi-normal,
and (Y, 7y) is not semi-normal.

THEOREN,' 2.2. If (X, T) is semi-normal,

The straightforward proof is omitted.
'I'he space (Y, T) in Example 2. I shorvs that converse of Theorem 2.2 is

false even when the space is semi compact and normal.
'IHEOREM 2.3. If 6,f) is semi-normal, semi-Ro, then (-I, 7.) is semi-regular.

PROOF. Let ,1 be semi closed and let ."=,1. Then l'€X_,.1€SO(X, T), which
implies.icl{r}CX-A, and there exist disjoint semi open sets U and y such
that r€rcl {r} CU and ,4c y.

The Dext result follorvs immediately from Theore;n 2.3 and rhe fact that
semiregular impiies semi-R, [9J.

COROLLARY 2.1. Eoery semi-normal, temi-R| space is semi-Rt.

In [9j it was sho'wn that lor a semi compact space (X, 7,), the folloq,.ing
are equivalent: (a) (X, Z) is semi-regular, (b) (X, Z) is s-regular, (c) (X, 

")is r-weakly Hausdorff, (d) (X, 
") 

is semi_Ro and _y0 is finite, (e) (X, ?,) is
semi-Ro and {scl{.2} lre,\} is finite, and (f ) (X, ?') is semi_rR,. Example 3. 2
in [9], which is semiregular, and seni-?, but not .r_normal, shours tbat the
converse of Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2. I is false even if the space is semi
compact. Example 3. I in I9j, which is T" and not semi-regular, shows that
T, does not imply semi-normal. Example 3.2 in igl, rvhich is normal, regular,
Rr, and semi-?, but not semi-Rr, shows that regular, Rr, and semi_?, does
not imply semi-normal. ]f X=la, bl and T:IX, d, ta].), then (X, ?) is semi-
normal and not semi-regular, regular, or seni-Ro. If S is the indiscrete topology
on X: [a, ,], then (.t, S) is semi-normal and not semi_?^. Combining the

Y is a seni open, closed set in .y,

then (X, T) is s-aormal.
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spaces (X, ?) and (X, S) with Example 3. I and Example 3. 2 in [9] and'

Example 3. 2 in t8l shows that semi-nomal is ildePeDdent with each of regular

semi-regular, s-weakly Hausdroff, ?, and semi-?j, i:0,1'2, and Rr and

semi-8r, i:0, l. Combining the strnce (y, 
"r) 

in Example 2.1with Example

I in tl4l, which is semi compa.ct, semi-normal, and not trdmal, shows that

normal and seminormal are independent even for semi compact spac€s.

THEoREM 2.4. I! (X, T) is semi cotnpact Rn' then the followirg are eSqitalent i

(a) (X, T) is semi-normal.

(b) (X, T') is s-nornal.
(c) (X, T) is s-rqalar.
(A $, T) is s-peahlt Hausdorff.
(e) (X, T) is semi-Rr.

(/) (X' ?) r;s Rr.

@) (X, T) is rqulaL
(t) (X, T) is conhlct.l! r.gular.
(i) (X, T) is rormel.
(i) (X' 

") 
is serni-regulal

(l) {rcltlr} lceXl is Iidte.
(D {i;t l,€xt is finite.

PRooF. By Theorem 2.2, (a) implies (b) and bv Thecem 3.3 in tfl, (b)

t}rough (i) are equivalent. By Theorem 3.6 in tgJ, (c) and (j) are equivalent,

and (j) implies (k). Since (X, ?) is R0, then X0: t kl- IteX) and (X, ?) is

semi-Ro, and by Theorem 3.6 in tgl, (k) implies x,:{tAl.z€x} is finite.

(l) impties (a): Since (X, ?) is Ro, then Xo= { iii l.zeX} is a fiDite decom'

pcition of X. Then x0: { GJlte{f' "',2}}, where z is a aatural number and

ql nq+o iff i:i. lf OeT, then since (X, ?) is 80, O: U_olry', which

is closed, which implies every open set is also closed. If U€SO(X, ?), then

therc exists LI/€? such tt.€.t WcUcfr =W, which implies every semi open set

is open, closed. If A is semi closed and UeSO(x' T) containing e' then Uis
semi open, semi clced containing r{ and contained in U.

. t. ItnsgFa of semi-nornal end gemi-regllar ellace:

The following exsmple shows that the continuous, closed, open image of a

semi-normal, semiregular space need lot be semi'normal or semi-regular.
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EXAMPLE 3. 1. Let X: {a, b, c, dl, T: l{al, tdl , la, dt , 6, Xj, y- {e, f, el,
S=l(el, 6' Yl, and f:{(a, e), (d, e), (b, f), (c, s)}. Then /: (X, 

")+(r, 
S)

is continuous, closed, open, onto, (X, ?) is semi-normal, semi-regular and
(f, S) is neither semi-normal nor semi-regular.

LEMMA 3. l. If C is semi closed in X, then Po(C\ is semi closed in Xo.

PROOF. Since C is seni closed in X, then X-C is semi open and there
exists y€?" such that YCX-CaY. Let C,€P|(C), where C. denotes the

equivalence class of R containing:. Then z+C, ytj {z} is semi open in X,
C,e7=Po(Yr,t {z}):Po(I)U fC.}, which is semi open, and since fo t{eo{f))-f,
then % lPo@):f. Therefore X0-P0(C) is semi open, which implies pn(C) is
semi closed.

THEOREM 3.1-. If (X, T) is semi-regular, then so is (Xo, Q(X)) and if
(X, 7) ts semi-normal, then so is (X0, 0(X0) ).

PROOF. Suppose (X, 7) is semi-regular. Let C,CXo and Iet ? eSO(X o, e(.]!))

such that C,e'V. Then reP;1(",2)eSO(X, T) and there exists a semi open,

semi closed set V in X such ttLat cerc.P; r (?) (9). Th"n q="0 (I/)=?, where
Po(V) is semi open, semi closed in Xo, which implies (Xo, e(Xo)) is semi.
regular [9]. The proof for semi-normal is similar to that for semi-regular
above and is omitted.

The following example shows that the converse of Theorem 3. I is false.

EXAMPLE 3.2. Let N denote the natural numbers, let ? be the discrete
topology on N, let e be the embedding map of (N, T) on13 ng )fec. (N, 

") 
) ,

and let (0(M, lt/) = (?]T/), e ) denote the Stone-iech compactific;tion of (N, I).
Then (B(M, W) is extremely disconnected, e(M is open in F(N) and 0(N)
has non isolated points [17]. Let r be a non isolated point of B(N), let
X:e(MU[:r], and let ? be the relative topology on X. Let tex, lety:XU{r},
and let S: {O€Z lcfOl U tOU {yl lzco€?}. Then (r, g is not semi-regular
or semi-normal since scl [.z] : {.r};: [y] =scl{y} and there does n6t exist disjoint
semi open sets containing c and y, respectively. Since (X, ?) is semi-normal

and semi-regular, (X, ?) is homeomorphic to (Yo, Q(Y)), and semi-normal and

semi-regul

and semi-t
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Q(Io) ) is semi-normalsemi-regular are semi topological properties,

and semi-regular.

THEOREM 3.2- If (X, T) it semi compact,

(a) (X, T) is semi-regular.

(r) (Xo, Q(Xo)) ts semi-regular-

PROOF. By Theorem 3. l, (a) implies (b).

then ( Io,

thel the follo@ing arc

(b) implies (a): Since (-I0, 0(I0)) is semi-regular and ?0, then (X0, Q(X'))
is semi-R, and semi-?', which implies (X0, 0(X0)) is semi-I, [5]. Then
(X, ?) is semi compact and s rveakly Hausdorff, which implies (X, I) is

semi-resular.

The space (y, S) in Example 3. I sho$'s that
can not b€ replaced by semi-normal.

in Theorem 3.2

THEoREM 3.3- If (X, T) is semi cornpact ald R^, then the follou'ing are

equiLalenti
(a\ (X, T) is semi-normal.

(r) (Xo, Q(Xo)) ,s semi'normal.

PRoOF. By Theorem 3. l, (a) implies (b).

(b) implies (a): Since (X, 7) is R0, then (-{0, O(Xo)) is ?,. Then (Xo, O(Xo))

is semi-normal and semi-Ro, rvhich implies (-{0, Q(.{0)) is semi-regular, and

by the argument above (.I0, O(.to)) is semi-Tr. Then (x, 7) is semi compact,

R^, and r-weakly Hausdorff, which implies (.t, 
") 

is semi-normal.

Louisiana Tech University
Ruston, Louisiana 71272
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